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E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y
Into its 20th month, the genocidal war on Tigray continues with the ongoing 

occupation of Western Tigray and Irob and a siege that has worsened a 

humanitarian crisis in which Tigray’s 7 million people are at risk of starvation

and death from preventable diseases. Since November 2020, at least an 

estimated 500,000 Tigrayans have perished. Ethiopian, Eritrean, and Amhara 

regional forces have subjected hundreds of thousands of Tigrayans to mass- 

scale atrocities. These have included weaponized Sexual and Gender-Based 

Violence (SGBV), weaponized hunger, massacres, internment, torture, forced 

displacement, wholesale destruction, and looting of property and public 

infrastructure. Tigray remains without essential services, still cut off from 

electricity and bank and telecommunication services. Though delivery of 

humanitarian aid has shown some improvement since April 2022, the need in 

Tigray is immense while the response remains largely inadequate, with lack of 

fuel hindering relief efforts. 

To address the humanitarian crisis and man-made famine in Tigray, at least 285 

trucks a day must enter Tigray accompanied by fuel supplies to distribute aid 

to communities in need. Since April 2022, per the United Nations Office for the 

Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UN OCHA), 6,105 trucks (22 days worth) 

have reached Tigray’s capital city of Mekelle without the necessary fuel to 

distribute it. In July 2022, after a call from the United Nations’ Food and 

Agricultural Organization (FAO), some fertilizer reached Mekelle in an attempt 

to save the planting season, though lack of fuel will likely hinder its 

distribution, and seeds and more fertilizer are required. 

The conditions for Tigrayans across Ethiopia continue to be perilous as waves of 

mass arrests have intensified in Addis Ababa since July 2022. On July 4, the 

Tigray government released a statement on the ongoing mass detention of 

Tigrayans across Ethiopia. It highlighted the detainment of tens of thousands of 

Tigrayans in camps across the country and the Ethiopian Humans Rights 

Commission (EHRC)’s selective statement on thousands of Tigrayans 

languishing in camps in Afar region. In addition, footage of mass graves of 

Tigrayans who have died from inhumane conditions in a concentration camp in 

Semera, Afar, has surfaced. The security of Tigrayan refugees in Sudan also 

continues to be under threat. The World Food Programme (WFP) announced 

that it would be halving the support to refugees from its already insufficient 

stock supply.

E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A R Y



As the safety and security of Tigrayans across Ethiopia and the Horn of Africa

remain unattainable, domestic and regional stability continue to deteriorate.

Though Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed's administration speaks of a national

dialogue, extreme violence continues in Oromia and Benishangul Gumuz. At

the same time, the drought in Somali, Oromia, and Southern Nations

Nationalities and Peoples’ regions goes unaddressed. In July 2022, a clash

between Al-Shabaab and Ethiopian police left 17 officers dead, and the conflict

has only escalated with the Ethiopian government sending its forces to the

Somali-Ethiopia border. Tensions between Sudan and Ethiopia at the border

have been assuaged by a meeting between Abiy and Sudan’s General Abdel

Fattah al-Burhan; however, what this rapprochement means for the tens of

thousands of Tigrayans in refugee camps in Sudan remains to be seen.

Additionally, the tripartite alliance between Eritrea, Ethiopia, and Somalia

appears to be on the path to renewal after President Hassan Sheikh

Mohamud’s visit to Asmara, Eritrea. 

Despite the continued dire need for basic necessities such as food, clean water,

medicine, shelter, fuel, and electricity in Tigray, the international community

has become complacent in its response as it focuses on the ceasefire declared

at the end of March 2022 and on the pending peace negotiations that have

reportedly been delayed. The World Bank is even set to provide the Ethiopian

government with millions of dollars to rebuild Tigray while Tigray is still under

siege. The stalled peace process and providing funding to rebuild Tigray to

those who destroyed it do not serve the immediate and long-term interests of

Tigrayans, who are still cut off from essential services and the rest of the world.

The international community’s stance has also done nothing to curb mass

arrests and detainment of Tigrayans in concentration camps in Ethiopia or to

stabilize the region. The international community must keep pressuring the

Ethiopian government to ensure unfettered access to Tigray and restore

essential services while facilitating the verifiable withdrawal of invading forces

from Tigray and ensuring accountability is pursued. 
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Since the start of the war on Tigray in November 2020, Abiy’s administration 

has systematically targeted ethnic Tigrayans across Ethiopia as part of an 

ongoing genocidal campaign. While Tigrayans living in Tigray bear the brunt of 

the war, ethnic Tigrayans throughout Ethiopia face ethnic profiling, mass 

arrests, and detainment in concentration camps.

Despite international attention waning, the mass arrests of Tigrayans is a 

consistent practice of ethnic profiling that has persisted since the start of the 

genocidal war in November 2020. Tigrayans across Ethiopia are not safe from 

ethnic profiling and detainment; they are criminalized and targeted in the 

streets, public transit, the workplace, and even in their homes. The Ethiopian 

government and vigilante citizens have taken an active role in attacking 

Tigrayans in Ethiopia. The federal government and Abiy himself have fueled 

this flame of ethnic hatred, accusing all Tigrayans of being enemies of the 

Ethiopian National Defense Force (ENDF) and traitors to the country. In a July 

18, 2021 statement, Abiy described the enemy as the “cancer of Ethiopia” and 

vowed to remove what he labeled an “invasive weed.” Similar to the derogatory 

use of the term “junta” to describe Tigrayans, words like “cancer” and “weed” 

serve to criminalize and demonize all Tigrayans, regardless of their political 

affiliation.

 

Tigrayans that have been ethnically profiled and detained without due process 

have been transferred to unidentified locations with limited communication or 

legal representation. Further, the well-being of those kept in detention camps 

is distressing as reports of torture, rape, and mass killings have emerged. These 

arrests are often conducted without warrants as police are searching public

places popular within the Tigrayan community. After security forces confirm 

Tigrayans’ ethnic identity by checking ID cards, Tigrayans are taken to 

detention centers. Initially, family members are aware of the arrests and are 

able to contact those detained. However, a few days later, they find that their 

family member was moved to a new, undisclosed location or a different city 

altogether. Though mass arrests and unlawful detention have been a common 

practice throughout the war across Ethiopia, waves of mass arrests can be 

identified. The following sections describe the waves, as well as the consistent 

mass arrests in Western Tigray and detainment of repatriated Tigrayans. 
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Image from inside a detention camp at Aba Samual Prison in Addis Ababa provided

to Reuters by a former prisoner.

Reuters. "Deadly Detention." June 2022.

F i r s t  W a v e  o f  M a s s  A r r e s t s :  D e t a i n m e n t  o f  
T i g r a y a n  S e r v i c e  M e m b e r s

The earliest evidence of ethnic profiling and mass arrests came to light in 

November 2020, when Tigrayans serving international peacekeeping missions, 

as part of the United Nations (UN) and the African Union (AU), were purged and 

detained. The Ethiopian government disarmed hundreds of ethnic Tigrayans

serving as part of the UN and AU peacekeeping forces in Somalia. It also 

rounded up ethnic Tigrayan personnel from their missions and forced them 

back to Ethiopia’s capital, Addis Ababa. Officials within the United Nations 

expressed concerns over the fate of these Tigrayan service members, fearing 

that they would be tortured or even executed upon reaching Ethiopia. 

Similarly, 200 to 300 Tigrayan soldiers in the African Union peacekeeping force 

were disarmed and confined to their base in Somalia. 



As the ENDF was forced to retreat out of many parts of Tigray in June 2021,

ethnically targeted attacks against Tigrayans in occupied areas of Tigray and

other parts of Ethiopia increased drastically, both in scope and intensity. On

July 16, 2021, Amnesty International released a statement confirming that

police in Addis Ababa were arbitrarily arresting and detaining Tigrayans

without due process. Accounts by former detainees, witnesses, and lawyers

indicate that these arrests are ethnically motivated, as police officers checked

identity documents before detaining the individuals. At checkpoints and

random areas throughout the city, as well as in cafes, restaurants, and public

spaces, plainclothes officers were harassing, ethnically profiling, and arresting

Tigrayans. Former detainees shared that police stations around Addis Ababa

were filled with Tigrayans who had been arbitrarily detained without any legal

due process or proper representation.

Addis Ababa police confirmed on July 19, 2021, that they had arrested over 300

Tigrayans, alleging that they are supporters of the Tigray People’s Liberation

Front (TPLF). Despite Ethiopian law requiring detainees to be brought to court

within 48 hours of their arrest, the government has not presented any legal

charges against the hundreds of Tigrayans it has detained. Instead, those

arrested have been kept in overcrowded, unsanitary, and inhumane detention

centers, with some subjected to physical assault and torture. In an open

campaign of extortion, Tigrayans have also been expected to pay exorbitant

amounts of money to be released. Those who cannot afford to do so are moved

to undisclosed locations. Detainees are denied access to lawyers and contact

with their families. The whereabouts of thousands of detained Tigrayans remain

unknown. In August 2021, Human Rights Watch reported on the discriminatory

arrests, detentions, and business closures in Addis Ababa, highlighting the Abiy

regime’s campaign of systematic disappearances of Tigrayans. These conditions

for Tigrayans have continued in varying degrees until today. 
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S e c o n d  W a v e  o f  M a s s  A r r e s t s :  T i g r a y  D e f e n s e  
F o r c e s  T a k e  O v e r  M e k e l l e  

Tigrayans that served the Ethiopian National Defense Forces (ENDF) were also

removed from their posts and placed in concentration camps. The Associated

Press published video evidence of an Ethiopian military official verifying that

Tigrayan members of the ENDF were being targeted, stating that the ENDF

needs to “clean out our insides.” Tigrayan members of the ENDF, totaling over

17,000, were targeted, and many of the military personnel were not combatants

but teachers, nurses, and other employees of state-owned companies. Tigrayan

members of the police force were also targeted.
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The State of Emergency that was declared on November 2, 2021, and lasted for 

six months, emboldened federal forces and vigilante groups to profile, conduct 

unwarranted searches, and mass arrest Tigrayans. In November 2021, the UN 

High Commissioner for Human Rights criticized the Ethiopian police for 

exploiting the state of emergency’s extremely broad provisions to search, 

arrest, and detain Tigrayan civilians in Addis Ababa solely on suspicion of 

supporting the Tigrayan leadership. The mass arrests occurred in major cities 

such as Addis Ababa, Gondar, Bahir Dar, and Jijiga.

 

Federal forces and vigilante groups across Ethiopia conducted unwarranted 

searches and arrested Tigrayan civilians without due process. At the time, the 

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) reported 1,000 

known detainments, and their spokesperson said “Many of those detained have 

not been informed of the reasons for their detention, nor have they been 

brought before a court of law or other tribunal to review the reasons for their 

detention, and have not been formally charged” [1]. Among those detained 

were United Nations employees. The UN estimates that between November 

2021 and February 2022, 15,000 Tigrayans were mass arrested and detained, all 

without due process. The unjustified arrests of thousands of Tigrayan civilians 

from their homes, workplace, and street are evidence of profiling and genocide.

T h i r d  W a v e  o f  M a s s  A r r e s t s :  N o v e m b e r  2 0 2 1  
S t a t e  o f  E m e r g e n c y

Groups formed to check people's I.D.s for ethnicity in Addis Ababa during the State

of Emergency. November 2021.

BBC. "Ethiopia's Tigray conflict: Mass arrests and ethnic profiling." November 2021.

https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/11/1105892
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In Western Tigray, where ethnic cleansing runs rampant, the arrest and

detainment of Tigrayans in concentration camps have been verified through

eyewitness accounts, video footage, and independent reporting. Tigrayans are

held in police stations, detention centers, and makeshift concentration camps

in warehouses and schools. While young men are the primary targets of these

mass arrests, Tigrayan children, the elderly, persons with disabilities, pregnant

women, and young mothers are among those languishing in concentration

camps. On August 18, 2021, Associated Press reported on a detainee’s

experience, who recounted how overseers at the camp “call us cancers and tell

us they will destroy us,” [2] and that some of those detained are children under

3 years old. The experiences of detainees reveal that the war waged by Abiy

and the Ethiopian government is not against a political party but rather on the

Tigrayan identity and ethnicity, in which even innocent Tigrayan children are

targeted. 

 

Thousands of Tigrayan civilians face torture and extrajudicial executions in

concentration camps in Western Tigray. Over 60 bodies of Tigrayans killed in

Western Tigray have been recovered from the Tekeze River in Sudan. The

bodies are believed to be from a concentration camp in Humera, a city in

Tigray that has seen heavy fighting since the beginning of the war. Ethiopian

soldiers monitor and control the camps as they torture and execute imprisoned

Tigrayan civilians, whose only crime is their ethnic identity. These mass

detention centers are spread throughout Western Tigray, Addis Ababa, and the

Afar region. In Humera (a town in Western Tigray), Amhara soldiers went door

to door rounding up Tigrayans by checking their identity cards and bringing

them to concentration camps in the city. Detainees who escaped the camps

describe them as cramped with no privacy or safety. Armed guards at these

locations do not provide detainees with food, water, or access to bathroom

facilities. According to a CNN investigation, one detainee who escaped stated

that:

“They weren't providing us food and we didn't even have

access to the toilet, [...] Some people were toileting inside

the warehouse” [3].  

M a s s  A r r e s t  a n d  D e t a i n m e n t  i n  W e s t e r n  T i g r a y
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Detainees lived in these camps in fear for their safety and future. They recalled 

watching other detainees being taken away by soldiers, never to return, and 

constantly wondering if they were next. When they can, escaped detainees call 

Tigrayan refugees in Sudan to inform them of missing persons that they believe 

were killed, then dumped in the Tekeze River.

The aforementioned conditions have been consistent for Western Tigrayans 

since the start of the genocidal war, but they have also intensified according to 

the waves described. For example, in November and December 2021 during the 

State of Emergency, a new wave of ethnic cleansing was documented by 

Amnesty International. Per a UN OCHA report, between 25 November and 1 

December 2021, 10,000+ Tigrayans were newly displaced from Western Tigray. 

“Tigrayans, regardless of [their] sex and age, were taken to a school [...] They 
separated the old from the young, took their money and other possessions. … 
Older people, parents were loaded on big trucks [going] east. They let them go 
with nothing, while the young remained behind” [4] – A witness of house-to- 
house roundups in Rawya by Fano militia, Amnesty International

Satellite Photo of Awash Arba concentration camp in Ethiopia, one of the largest 
detention centers for Tigrayans arrested.

The Globe and Mail. "They just vanished’: Tigrayans disappear for months." November 2021.



Human Rights Watch reported that the Ethiopian government established an

agreement with Saudi Arabia to repatriate Tigrayans to Ethiopia. Repatriated

Tigrayans are often identified, separated, and transported to internment camps

all around Ethiopia. They are then subjected to mistreatment, torture, forced

labor, and even death. According to Human Rights Watch’s report from January

5, 2021, ethnic Tigrayans are being held arbitrarily and abused in several

identified detention centers in Addis Ababa, Oromia, the Southern Nations,

Nationalities and People’s Region, and Afar. Human Rights Watch also criticizes

Saudi Arabia for holding Tigrayans in deplorable conditions, then repatriating

them to Ethiopia rather than assisting the UNHCR in securing humanitarian

asylum for Tigrayans living in Saudi Arabia.

 

“Tigrayan migrants who have experienced horrific abuse in Saudi custody are

being locked up in detention facilities upon returning to Ethiopia. Saudi Arabia

should offer protection to Tigrayans at risk, while Ethiopia should release

arbitrarily detained Tigrayan deportees” [5]. 
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D e t a i n m e n t  o f  R e p a t r i a t e d  T i g r a y a n s

As can be gathered from the aforementioned sections, conditions in 

concentration camps violate most, if not all, basic human rights. Those 

detained are confined to crowded spaces, forced to sleep standing up, with no 

security and privacy. There are limited, if any, sanitation facilities. They do not 

have access to food or medicine. They are at great risk of infectious diseases, 

and medical care is withheld. Many detained Tigrayans are tortured, and some 

have been executed. If people have not died from torture and execution, they 

have died from starvation and disease. In a June 2022 Reuters investigative 

report, they share the story of Tesfaye Weldemaryam, who died from malaria 

and meningitis after having been refused care by those running Mizan Teferi 

prison.  

C o n d i t i o n s  i n  C o n c e n t r a t i o n  C a m p s
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N e w e s t  W a v e  o f  M a s s  A r r e s t s

On July 13, 2022, Voice of America reported on the conditions Tigrayans 

endured when being arbitrarily detained last year in waves of ethnically 

motivated arrests. As a result of telecommunications and internet blackouts, 

their stories from a year ago are only trickling out now. The repression of any 

media reporting regarding atrocities and crimes committed in Tigray has made 

it incredibly difficult for Tigrayans to share their stories of ethnic profiling, mass 

arrests, extrajudicial killings, massacres, and sexual and gender-based violence. 

During this past month, concerning reports on a new wave of mass arrests 

targeting Tigrayans in Addis Ababa have emerged. The Tigray government

released a statement on the ongoing mass detention of Tigrayans on July 4, 

2022, calling on the international community to “press the Abiy regime to 

comply with its domestic and international legal obligations by releas[ing] the 

tens of thousands of Tigrayans languishing in concentration camps across the 

country” [6]. A Guardian article published on July 28, 2022, reported that 

Eritrean refugees in Ethiopia are being arbitrarily arrested, forcibly relocated, 

and held in deplorable conditions similar to those camps holding Tigrayans. A 

formerly detained Eritrean refugee stated that “They [Ethiopian police officers] 

rounded up only those of us who speak Tigrinya” [7], illustrating how the war 

on Tigray and Tigrayans extends to Tigrinya speakers of foreign citizenship.

This terrifying element of the Abiy administration’s ongoing genocidal 

campaign is taking place in full view of the international community. Photos, 

videos, and accounts of people being harassed, arrested, and taken to 

makeshift concentration camps are widely available. Reporters have spoken to 

family members of those detained or those recently released who describe the 

hellish conditions in these camps. Yet, the international community and states 

that profess to uphold the values of international human rights have not taken 

meaningful action to stop the Ethiopian government’s unlawful and immoral 

actions. Sending tens of thousands of Tigrayans to concentration camps where

they are vulnerable to all forms of torture is a violation of international 

humanitarian and human rights laws. An even more terrifying prospect is what 

the Ethiopian government may choose to do with all of the Tigrayan civilians 

who are now at its mercy. The regime has shown that it will freely and openly 

carry out extrajudicial executions of imprisoned people. It is without a doubt 

the life of every single Tigrayan currently in detention is under imminent threat.
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Since the start of the genocidal war on Tigray, invading forces have weaponized 

hunger by looting and destroying crops, cattle, livestock, and grain warehouses. 

They also have consistently obstructed and stolen humanitarian aid. Food 

insecurity in Tigray worsened rapidly as the Ethiopian government enacted a 

complete siege at the end of June 2021, not allowing food aid into Tigray 

between July 2021 and April 2022 and only a trickle since. As early as May 2021, 

Doctors Without Borders (DWBs) recorded alarming rates of severe 

malnutrition among children and pregnant women. One month later, in June 

2021, the Integrated Food Security Classification System determined that over 

350,000 people were in IPC level 5, the highest phase of the IPC Acute Food 

Insecurity scale. Level 5 means that “two people for every 10,000 [are] dying 

each day due to outright starvation or to the interaction of malnutrition and 

disease” [8]. DWB’s alarm and this IPC classification took place before the 

Ethiopian government and its allies imposed its siege. In 2022, the Tigray 

government screened children under five for malnutrition. Over 12,000 children 

screened were classified as suffering from global acute malnutrition, while 2.3 

percent suffered from severe acute malnutrition. 

A child at Wukro Hospital in Tigray suffering from malnutrition, September 2021.
Ethiopia Insight. "Ethiopian government’s Tigray siege leading to starvation, suicide, exodus." May 2022.



Despite limited access to Tigray since April 2022, thousands of children in 

Tigray are dying of starvation or complications associated with severe acute 

malnutrition. Doctors can only watch as babies who are skin and bone wither 

away. According to UN OCHA, humanitarian organizations are still distributing 

food aid for 2021, a response that began in October 2021. The whole response 

has remained largely inadequate as only 6,105 trucks have entered Tigray since 

the ceasefire at the end of March 2022, which is equivalent to approximately 

16.2% of needed trucks that have entered Tigray since April 2022. Yet, despite 

such bleak numbers and distressing images coming out of Tigray, BBC News 

Africa reported that according to the WFP, enough aid had entered Tigray to 

avert famine. Such a headline cannot be described as anything but 

disinformation, as it not only states famine has been averted but also implies 

that there was no famine in Tigray in the first place. This statement came out 

one month after former United Nations Under-Secretary-General for 

Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency Relief Coordinator Mark Lowcock made it 

clear that famine was occurring in Tigray and that the Ethiopian government 

was blocking the declaration. 

Throughout the genocidal war on Tigray, United Nations agencies have 
appeased the Ethiopian government, making them complicit in an ongoing 
genocide. The BBC’s headline and WFP’s statement are dangerous to innocent 
Tigrayans starving to death. The international community must pressure the 
Ethiopian government to allow unfettered access to Tigray and not allow aid to 
be used in peace negotiations or as a weapon of war. 
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DW. "Tigray: UN says 100,000 children could die from hunger." July 2021.

UN says children in Tigray are at extreme risk of malnourishment 
as supply routes remain blocked



In addition to worsening the man-made famine in Tigray, the ongoing siege 
continues to severely weaken the socio-economic structure of the region in 
various ways. The siege on Tigray has been active for almost two years now and 
has caused significant damage to the region's agricultural, education, and 
health systems. In addition, the lack of telecommunication services, electricity, 
and fuel has dire consequences for Tigrayans today and for generations to 
come. 

S I E G E P A G E  1 5

Because of the lack of fuel, much-needed aid is inaccessible to the people who 
need it most. On June 21, 2022, Janez Lenarcic, EU Commissioner for Crisis 
Management, stated at a conference held in Addis Ababa, “So now we have a 
situation, where humanitarian houses in Mekelle are full, but the people out 
there in the countryside are still hungry” [9]. It is important to note though the 
storehouses were full, the supplies would only cover a fraction of the need. In a 
July 2022 communiqué from Father Abraha Hagos, in Adigrat, Tigray, Father 
Hagos states that even the small quantities of humanitarian supplies that have 
entered the region remain hardly accessible due to the lack of fuel and cash, 
both of which are required for transportation. 

C r o p s  a n d  f e r t i l i z e r s

Due to the widespread and intentional destruction of crops, killing of livestock, 
and theft of farming equipment, Tigray’s regional agricultural production has 
significantly decreased over the past several months. As of July 16, 2022, in an 
attempt to support the planting season, the UN’s Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) has delivered around 262 tonnes of fertilizers to Tigray. 
Despite the FAO and its partners securing over 19,300 tonnes of fertilizer to 
assist Tigrayan farmers, most of it remains inaccessible to the people of Tigray. 
Without access to seeds and fertilizers at similar if not better rates seen in 2021, 
we can expect to see a more significant drop in production, causing an 
increase in malnutrition and starvation rates in the region. The siege imposed 
by the Ethiopian government is preventing Tigrayan farmers from receiving the 
supplies and equipment they need to plant and harvest their own crops. 

F u e l  a n d  E l e c t r i c i t y
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In terms of electricity, while the government and the people of Tigray have 
been able to restore electricity to certain parts of Tigray for short periods, the 
region largely remains without it. The lack of electric power in the region has 
impacted bank services, disrupted the humanitarian response, and forced 
Tigrayans to cut down trees to cook, increasing deforestation in an 
environmentally fragile region. For example, the siege has affected Abitra 
Charity Organization, a group that provides care for mentally disabled people, 
as the lack of electricity has made it extremely difficult and tiring to prepare 
regular and daily meals in large portions. One of the last functioning hospitals 
in all of Tigray, Ayder Hospital, was forced to shut down in early June 2022. Dr. 
Kibrom Gebresilase, Technical Medical Director at Ayder Hospital, stated power 
outages were one of the main reasons for the closure. 

Except for border towns and some sporadic and intermittent connectivity in

Mekelle, there has been no access to telecommunication or internet services

across Tigray. On July 16, 2022, Letesenbet Gidey won her 10,000-meter race at

the World Athletics Championships in Eugene, Oregon, U.S.A. Gidey’s family

was made aware of her gold medal victory a day after her win, through a

mutual friend in the capital of Tigray who heard it on the radio. Due to the

telecommunication blockade, they have not spoken to their daughter in over 2

years. They were able to congratulate their daughter through an interview aired

on Tigray TV. 

The lack of internet services has also prevented money from circulating as

banks are unable to function without it. The people of Tigray are left with little

to no access to their earned money as they were encouraged to save and utilize

the bank services before the war. The lack of internet access has also

significantly contributed to the cover-up of human rights violations that have

taken place over the course of the past several months. It took weeks for

information about massacres and mass rape to come out, making it more

convenient for perpetrators to avoid accountability. Humanitarian organization

officials have also previously stated that the lack of telecommunication and

internet services makes sending humanitarian aid to the people of Tigray too

dangerous. “If we do not have telecommunication equipment, we cannot send

people into the field and ensure their safety. It’s very simple,” [10] explained

Adele Khodr, UNICEF’s representative in Ethiopia, in July of 2021. Today, the

situation remains unchanged as telecommunication and the internet are

inaccessible to the people of Tigray. 

T e l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n  a n d  I n t e r n e t  S e r v i c e s

https://twitter.com/Tigrai_TV/status/1550218605555597318?s=20&t=Qw3IdbOGEvYpQUroWGQ1Kg
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“I worry about them, because you don’t know if they are alive. There is 

always a fear that something is happening” [11]. – Tigrayan women 

living in the United States, The Guardian, July 29, 2022 

"They told me my mom passed away seven months ago” [12] – Meareg, 

U.S., Access Now, Jul 27, 2022

Due to the property looting that took place across the region, most educational 
institutes remain without the proper supplies needed to resume regular 
teaching. According to a UN OCHA report released on July 22, 2022, 2.53 million 
children in Ethiopia remain out of school due to conflict, mainly taking place in 
the Tigray region. The report also states that 2.7 million children are in need of 
teaching materials in the country, with 85% of schools in Tigray needing desks 
and blackboards. 

S c h o o l s  a n d  s u p p l i e s

M e d i c a l  C r i s i s

With Tigray’s largest hospitals closing their doors because of the siege, access 
to care and medicines in Tigray has become nearly impossible. As a result, 
those suffering from chronic conditions, such as diabetes, hypertension, 
asthma, HIV/AIDS, and tuberculosis, are dying without access to life-sustaining 
treatment. As stated in a news report by Tigray TV on July 21, 2022, “Tigrayans 
dying from curable diseases has become a daily occurrence” [13]. Over the last 
few months, the incidence of infectious diseases has increased. Tigray’s Health 
Bureau is reporting outbreaks of malaria, anthrax, rabies, Covid-19, and 
diarrheal diseases. Control of these diseases is not possible as control programs 
are under-resourced since the siege has blocked the necessary prevention 
supplies. For instance, a report from the head of the bureau of agriculture of 
Tigray disclosed that the region was giving 22 million doses of the vaccine 
against anthrax each year for the past 5 years, but was only able to give out 3.6 
million this year. This has led to an outbreak in which 17 human cases of 
Anthrax were detected in the past few months, resulting in 4 deaths. 
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Since the beginning of the genocidal war in early November 2020, a full-

fledged humanitarian and security catastrophe has unfolded in Tigray and

spread to surrounding regions. Tens of thousands of people are displaced to

various woredas (districts) in northwestern and central Tigray due to the war

itself and campaigns of ethnic cleansing, particularly in Western Tigray. There

are about 1.8 million Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) living in Tigray as a

result of the ongoing violence. Further, there are more than 2.6 million IDPs,

over 240,000 returnees, and 97,000+ refugees and asylum seekers in the Afar,

Amhara, and Tigray Regions.

Like other prominent towns in Tigray, Shire has been home to a significant

number of IDPs, the majority of whom reside at one of the eighteen IDP sites

scattered throughout the city. Although the hosting town originally provided

food and housing for the IDPs, the ongoing de facto embargo has left all life-

saving aid and services in short supply and placed the hosting community in a

desperate situation.

The man-made famine created by the Ethiopian government and aligned

forces continues to aggravate the displacement crisis. The Ethiopian

government has sparked a famine unlike any other in the world by purposefully

damaging seedlings and harvests and preventing farmers from producing food.

Nearly two years into the war, the overarching security environment is still

volatile and unpredictable, rendering it difficult to effectively distribute life-

saving assistance to the displaced Tigrayans. As of July 2022, over two million

people urgently need aid, including IDPs. 

Due to current conditions in Tigray, the number of people in desperate need of

food and other life-saving resources has and will substantially increase. As a

result, host communities will be unable to support themselves, let alone IDPs

seeking shelter and safety in the region; hence, their security and livelihood will

continue to be further compromised.

The security of refugees outside of Tigray and Ethiopia also continues to be

threatened. Over 70,000 refugees in Sudan are suffering in inhumane

conditions with the rainy season looming. In July 2022, the WFP announced

that it was halving the food aid it provides to refugees in Sudan.
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The dire conditions in refugee camps in Sudan and the continued rise of 

atrocities have led some uprooted Tigrayans to join the Tigray Defense Force. 

Others displaced from Tigray are going on dangerous journeys to reach Europe. 

In a BBC story published on July 7, 2022, a former beauty queen described her 

perilous journey across the English Channel. 

“Suddenly the boat's engine fell into the sea. [...] one of our Tigrayan 

brothers went in. He never came back! [...] the lifeguards arrived three 

hours later. Our brother drowned in front of me. I saw his demise with 

my own eyes” [14]. – Selamawit Teklay, BBC Africa, July 7, 2022 

D O M E S T I C  A N D  R E G I O N A L  P O L I T I C S

Ethiopia’s instability continues to worsen, as man-made and natural calamities 

go unchecked. Drought and food insecurity persist in southern Ethiopia, while 

Abiy Ahmed’s campaign of violence across the country continues to threaten 

people all across the country and in the Horn of Africa (HoA). Specifically, the 

Ethiopian government continues its crackdown against the Fano Amhara and is 

escalating violence in the Oromia region.   

Prior to the war on Tigray, the government formed military command posts in 

Oromia, Ethiopia’s largest regional state. This contributed to a violent 

government counter-insurgency operation targeting the Oromo Liberation 

Army (OLA). Protests and tensions in Western Oromia predate the official 

declaration of war against Tigray. Oromo civilians entangled in the crossfire 

suffered countless human rights violations. Young Oromos have been singled 

out by security personnel under the unfounded allegation of being associated 

with or supporting the Oromo Liberation Army. A 17-year-old Oromo youth was 

mercilessly killed in broad daylight by Ethiopian Army personnel in May 2021. 

Government employees cruelly recorded the killing and afterward shared 

footage on a government Facebook page. Government representatives 

harassed and detained the boy's family members and friends rather than 

conducting an immediate investigation into this terrible crime and tragedy. 

The stability of the HoA continues to deteriorate, with relations between its 

states and non-state actors as volatile as ever. Eritrea’s Isaias continues to yield 

his destructive influence in the Horn of Africa. The heads of state of Eritrea and 

Somalia have announced the ratification of a deal involving cooperation in the 

areas of defense, security, diplomacy, and politics.
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For almost three years, Eritrea has been training thousands of Somalia's military 
personnel. In an effort to bring the remaining soldiers home, many of whom 
were conscripted by force, the new president of Somalia has attempted to 
negotiate with Isaias and has left the door open for the renewal of the Eritrean- 
Somali-Ethiopian tripartite alliance. 

Eritrea's Dictator Isaias and Somalia's President Hassan Sheik Mohamud after

signing their deal in Asmara on July 17, 2022.

Sudan Tribune. "Somali military trainees officially appear for the first time in Eritrea." July 2022.

Elsewhere in the region, Ethiopia and Sudan have diffused their border conflict, 
their heads of state meeting at the IGAD Summit in Nairobi, Kenya, in early 
July. These discussions led to Sudan reopening its border with Ethiopia. Though 
Ethiopia has stabilized relations with Sudan for now, it now finds itself fighting 
Al-Shabaab on the Ethiopia-Somalia border. A rise in Al-Shabaab was expected, 
given Ethiopia had to drastically reduce its presence in Southeastern Ethiopia 
as it declared war on Tigray.  
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Therefore, while the security and stability of the region only continue to

deteriorate at the hands of Abiy and Isaias, Western powers continue to work

with the Abiy government in hopes of maintaining a unified Ethiopian state.

Last April, Ethiopia was awarded a $300 million grant from the World Bank to

support an initiative assisting communities in Ethiopia devastated by violent

conflict. The project is expected to reconstruct public infrastructure devastated

by the conflict, restore and improve access to essential services, and streamline

the application process for aid services specific to survivors of sexual violence.

The World Bank and Ethiopian government’s agreement stipulates that the

United Nations Office for Project Services (UNOPS) will initially carry out the

project’s operational goals in the Tigray region, according to a statement

released by the Ethiopian Ministry of Finance. The World Bank expects the

Ethiopian government, the very government unleashing genocide on its

Tigrayan citizens, to rebuild the region it continues to destroy and suffocate.

This World Bank funding is accompanied by funding from the European Union,

which has partially been unfrozen. 

These developments, in addition to the millions of dollars of funding from the

World Bank and European Union, have come after the “humanitarian truce” and

ceasefire declared at the end of March 2022. Yet, formal peace talks have yet to

take place. The Tigray government announced that it had selected a team for

the peace negotiations, and on August 2, 2022, the U.S. and E.U. Special Envoys

met with Tigray’s leadership in Mekelle to encourage the peace process.

However, peace talks set to take place in Kenya are yet to be scheduled and

were reportedly delayed due to Kenya’s forthcoming elections. So while these

peace talks have not come to fruition, the lives of millions of Tigrayans are at

risk, as thousands die from starvation and preventable diseases. The

international community continues to watch idly and support the Ethiopian

government while Tigray is starved. Such a humanitarian catastrophe has

overshadowed the complete lack of accountability as of yet for all heinous

crimes that have been committed in Tigray. The independent investigation led

by the United Nations International Commission of Human Rights Experts on

Ethiopia (ICHREE) continues to be seriously constrained by the Ethiopian

government. Members of ICHREE made their first visit to Ethiopia, as a team of

lawyers visited Addis Ababa. However, the Ethiopian government did not allow

them to visit Tigray.
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The Tigrayan government has made it clear that if unhindered access is not 
provided and invading forces do not leave occupied areas of Tigray, resumption 
of war is the only way to break the siege. Therefore, in the interest of peace, 
international actors must prioritize the humanitarian crisis and exert pressure 
on the Ethiopian government to allow unfettered access to Tigray, facilitate the 
removal of invading forces from Tigrayan territory, and ensure accountability. 

C A L L  T O  A C T I O N

Implementation of Magnitsky Sanctions on the Ethiopian, Eritrean and

Amhara government officials to increase pressure to end the siege, as

well as trade and investment restrictions in both countries;

Support for proposed U.S. legislation —H.R. 6600 and S.3199 —so that they

may pass through Congress to hold perpetrators of crimes committed

accountable;

Support for Temporary Protected Status (TPS) for Ethiopians fleeing the

ongoing war, as well as the welcome of refugees; and

An extension of the mandate and provision of sufficient resources,

including financial, technical, and staffing resources, for the International

Commission of Human Rights Experts on Ethiopia.

Immediate humanitarian access into all of Tigray;

Immediate internationally monitored and verifiable withdrawal of

Ethiopian, Eritrean, and Amhara forces from all parts of Tigray and the

restoration of pre-war territorial boundaries;

The genocidal war on Tigray has destabilized the region while affecting every

facet of life in Tigray. Tigrayans are being starved through a man-made famine,

deprived of basic medical care needed for survival, and brutally massacred or

arrested for their identity in Ethiopia. Meanwhile, the Ethiopian government

continues to deceive the international community with potential promises of

peace negotiations. The Ethiopian government continues to perpetuate

genocidal rhetoric as it imposes the deadly siege on Tigray. The life of every

Tigrayan is at stake, as is the security of generations of Tigrayans to come. 

As such, the international community must immediately work together to

pressure the Ethiopian government to lift its inhumane siege. To this end, we

continue to call for the following: 

So as to facilitate:
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Immediate restoration of all essential services, including banking, 

electricity, telecommunications, transportation, and trade in Tigray;

Immediate protection of Tigrayans who are facing ethnic cleansing in 

occupied Western Tigray and an end to the state-sanctioned ethnic 

profiling and ethnically-motivated attacks against Tigrayans living across 

Ethiopia;

Release of all Tigrayans detained on the basis of their identity, including 

journalists, 22,000 Tigrayan ENDF members, and Tigrayans deported 

from Saudi Arabia;

An arms embargo and a limited no-fly zone that does not hinder 

humanitarian delivery;

A negotiated ceasefire and an inclusive, internationally-mediated 

national dialogue that includes the democratically elected and 

constitutionally mandated government of Tigray and other relevant 

stakeholders; and

Official recognition of the Tigray Genocide committed by the Ethiopian 
National Defense Forces, Eritrean Defense Forces, Amhara Special Forces, 
and Amhara Fano Militia against the Tigrayan people. 
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